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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

Current fluid properties testing methods are bulky and property specific. They can be 

improved by implementing an all-in-one integrated lab on a chip device, that employs the 

principles of electrohydrodynamics. Current approaches of using droplet electrohydrodynamics 

for fluid properties testing are reviewed, providing a proof of concept for our proposed multi-

property sensing integrated device. Current approaches of mathematical modeling and simulations 

are also reviewed, providing a template to design our own simulations. Using syringe needles, a 

pair of mesoscale droplets are actuated using DC voltage for droplet electrocoalescence and 

varying AC voltage frequencies for droplet oscillations. Simulations for droplet electrocoalescence 

were also performed using COMSOLTM MultiPhysics® 5.4 simulation software, and the results 

validated against experimental data. The following droplet electrocoalescence phenomena were 

investigated with the aid of experiment and simulation data: coalescence time, critical conditions 

for coalescence, droplet bridge growth, and progression of electric field strength. The following 

droplet oscillations phenomena were investigated with the aid of experiment data: droplet 

deformation hysteresis plots for low AC voltage frequency operation, and frequency response of 

different fluids under AC voltage actuation. It is found that there is a non-linear relationship 

between applied electric field and coalescence time for droplets of various sizes. Furthermore, at 

low applied AC voltage frequency, droplet oscillation behavior is quasistatic, at resonant 

frequency, droplet displacement amplitude is very high, and at frequencies above resonant 

frequency, displacement amplitude reduces, and a phase lag is introduced.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

There has been increasing interest in droplet electrohydrodynamics over the past few 

decades for lab-on-chip [1], fluid properties testing [2], and crude oil refinement applications [3]. 

Droplets used in electrohydrodynamic studies typically have diameters ranging from 100 microns 

to 500 microns [4], [5]. The droplets can be of conducting fluid such as water+(10% NaCl) [4] or 

dielectric fluids such as glycerol [6] with the surrounding media such as air [7], FC-40 (3M™ 

Fluorinert™ Liquid) oil [4] or silicone oil [8]. Droplet electrohydrodynamics is driven by 

dielectrophoretic effects [9], in which an applied electric field cause dipole formation in droplets, 

which leads to a force of attraction between the droplets [10] (Figure 1.1). This can cause droplets 

to deform if they are bounded [7] or can cause free droplets to coalescence into a larger droplet 

[6]. The phenomenon of droplet electrodeformation can be used to oscillate droplets which may 

be utilized to extract the fluid properties such as viscosity [2], density [2] and surface tension [11]. 

Quantifying fluid properties is necessary to determine the quality of industrial lubricants [12] and 

detergent formulations [13]. Fluid properties can be affected by many factors such as change in 

temperature [14], addition of surfactant [15], impurities introduced into the fluid [16], oxidation 

of the fluid [17], varying chemical quality [18], and repeated use [14]. Thus, it is important to 

measure fluid properties at different instances of the fluid use, to ensure quality. Currently, fluid 

properties are tested using bulky equipment/devices that only measure one property at a time and 

use relatively large volumes of fluid. Some of these devices include viscometers, tensiometers, 

and hydrometers . Developing a droplet electrohydrodynamics based fluid properties sensor would 
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enable testing of all fluid properties in an integrated device requiring a single measurement, while 

only utilizing milliliters of fluid.  

 

Droplet fusion using an applied electric field is known as droplet electrocoalescence [19], 

and this process occurs in three stages: drop-drop approach, film drainage, and lamella breakdown 

[20]. It occurs if the attractive force between the droplets exceeds the interfacial tension force [8]. 

Droplet electrocoalescence has increasing importance in many fields [21]. It is useful in the study 

of raindrop and cloud formation [22], in crude oil refinement [23], and in microfluidic applications 

such as: breaking emulsions [24], droplet fluid mixing [25] and cell incubation [26], Lab-On-Chip 

devices [27] and Organ-On-Chip devices, such as human intestine cells on a chip [28]. Droplet 

electrohydrodynamics has many vital applications, as outlined above. To this end, droplet 

electrodynamics behavior is to be studied, as it will enable development of better lab-on-chip 

devices and fluid properties sensors. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Dipole formation in droplets due to applied electric field [10]. 
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1.2 Micro and Meso Scale  

At small length scales, the fluid channel geometries are typically sub-millimeter in size and 

the fluid velocity is low, resulting in a laminar flow regime due to high viscous and low inertial 

forces [1]. Importantly, at small length scales, micro/mesoscale droplets tend to have surface 

tension driven behavior instead of gravity driven behavior [29]. This implies that the fluid motion 

at micro/mesoscales is governed by forces that are typically neglected at macroscale. 

Microfluidics is the study of 100 nanometers to 100 microns	sized channels containing 2 

or more phases of fluids [1] with relevance to lab-on-chip applications (Figure 1.2) [27], [30]; 

these microfluidic devices are typically made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [4]. To understand 

droplet electrohydrodynamics behavior at microscale, researchers performed experiments on 

microfluidic devices [4]. Here, different experimental parameters are investigated such as type of 

fluids (deionized water [31], [32], water-glycerol mixtures [6], and water-NaCl mixtures (up to 

10%) [4]) and type of electric field (AC, DC and pulsed [4]). In addition to experiments, 

simulations and mathematical modeling were also conducted using different methods and 

approaches (boundary element method [6], finite element method with Navier-Stokes equations 

[6], Lipmann Young equation [9], population balance method [31], and volume of fluid approach 

[32]). The findings obtained were that the rate-limiting step in electrocoalescence is the film 

drainage step [6], the critical electric field required to induce merging is proportional to the gap 

between the droplets and is independent of the conductivity of the surrounding fluid [4], and that 

increased viscosity of the surrounding media has a negative effect on coalescence [32]. Fields of 

further study include studying a wider range of applied electric fields [31]. 
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Macro scale electrohydrodynamics, more specifically electrocoalescence, has industrial 

applications including crude oil refinement [33]. Droplet electrocoalescence studies for crude oil 

applications are typically compared against data available from literature [34]. To understand 

droplet electrohydrodynamics behavior, researchers performed experiments using different types 

of macroscale electrocoalescers such as ladder shaped electrodes [35], needles as electrodes [36], 

and flat plates with large area as electrodes [37]. Here, different experimental parameters are 

investigated such as type of fluid (naphthenic oil [37], resin [34]and asphaltene [34]), ratio of water 

to oil in crude [34], and varying viscosities of oil [34]. In addition to experiments, simulations and 

mathematical modeling were also conducted using methods and approaches (power law model 

[34], and finite element method [36]). It was found that electrostatic emulsion separation was more 

efficient than centrifugation [38], highlighting the importance of electrohydrodynamics in the real-

world applications. Fields of further study include studying crude oil refinement using AC voltage 

[36].  

Figure 1.2. A microfluidic device to create drop-drop pairs, with one droplet containing a 
biological cell, and another droplet containing a dye. The droplets are electrocoalesced, and are 
tested using a laser, to perform cell viability studies. [30] 
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As outlined above, for both the micro and macro scales, at a higher electric field, droplets 

are more likely to coalesce [4], increasing viscosity of the surrounding media inhibits coalescence 

[32], and that electrocoalescence is more efficient than centrifugation at crude oil refinement [38]. 

Though extensive work on droplet electrohydrodynamics have been conducted, further 

advancements are needed, specifically in areas where a wider range of applied electric fields [31] 

using AC voltage can be applied such as crude oil refinement.  

 

1.3 Droplet Electrocoalescence  

Droplet electrocoalescence of anchored deionized water droplets, with air as surrounding 

media, is investigated to find the conditions for formation of liquid bridge [39]. Syringe nozzles 

of the size 0.90 mm and 0.46 mm outer diameter are used to anchor droplets and act as electrodes 

(Figure 1.3). Droplets radius of curvature is around 0.3 mm, with distance between droplets 

ranging  from 75 to 110 microns. The applied DC voltage on the two syringe nozzles ranges from 

50 V to 1000 V. A highspeed camera is used to record droplet electrocoalescence behavior. It is 

found that coalescence time is typically on the order of 2.8 ms. Furthermore, it is concluded that 

the electrocoalescence process can be divided into three stages: droplet deformation, liquid bridge 

formation, and droplet merging. An important finding was that if the electric field is too low, the 

droplets oscillate due to inertial forces; and if the electric field is too high, the droplets recoil and 

form flat ends. This only occurs for droplets anchored to electrodes [39].  
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Droplet electrocoalescence of free deionized water droplets (Figure 1.4), with silicone oil 

as surrounding media, is investigated to observe the effect of varying surface tension [8]. The 

experimental setup consists of a plateau tank, with metal plates on the outside of the tank acting 

as electrodes. The droplet radius is 300 microns, the center-to-center distance between the droplets 

is 900 microns, and a uniform electric field is considered as the gap between electrodes is much 

larger than gap between droplets. The applied voltage is varied to obtain different electric fields 

and electrocapillary numbers, using defined formulas [8]. Droplet electrocoalescence behavior is 

recorded using a highspeed camera. It is found that when nondimensional surfactant concentration 

is more than 0.1, increasing surfactant concentration decreases coalescence time. Whereas, when 

Figure 1.4. Droplet electrocoalescence of free deionized water droplets in silicone oil at 
different stages of coalescence (a-c) [8].  

Figure 1.3. Droplet electrocoalescence of anchored DI water droplets in air [39].   

(b) (c) 
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nondimensional surfactant concentration is less than 0.1, increasing surfactant concentration 

increases coalescence time.  

 

1.4 Droplet Oscillations  

Resonant droplet tensiometry, which involves electrostatically actuating anchored meso-

scale droplets to find resonant frequency, is investigated as a method to determine surface tension 

of fluids [40], [41]. A simple experiment setup comprises of a pendant droplet, anchored to a metal 

or PTFE pin electrode, actuated using varying AC voltage frequencies (0 Hz to 100 Hz), with the 

grounded electrode being a massive horizontal flat plate beneath the pendant droplet (Figure 1.5). 

The experimental variables are droplet radius (0.6 mm to 1 mm), anchor electrode radius (0.36 

mm, 0.65 mm, and 0.79 mm) and actuation frequency (0 Hz to 100 Hz). The droplet fluid used is 

deionized water, the surrounding media is air, and the bond number is below 0.1 due to small 

droplet sizes. Droplet radius is measured using optical tools comprised of a CCD camera, and 

calibrated pixels against known length scale. Droplet oscillations were detected using a weak laser 

beam and photo detector. The droplet oscillation amplitudes, for different applied voltage 

frequencies were plotted, and the fluid resonant frequency was found. Then, the dimensionless 

eigen frequency is calculated based on obtained fluid resonant frequency, and droplet and pin 

electrode radius. For the given water droplet and pin electrode radii, the eigen frequencies found  

varied smoothly from around 1.22 degrees to 2.45 degrees. Lastly, it was concluded that resonant 

droplet tensiometry can be used to determine surface tension of fluids as it had good agreement 

with theoretical data [42]. 
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Electrowetting on dielectrics (EWOD), which involves using an electrostatic force to 

reduce the contact angle between a resting mesoscale droplet and a dielectric surface, is 

investigated as a method to determine volume and viscosity of fluids [2], [43]. Deionized water 

droplets with radius of 1.25 mm are deformed using a DC voltage of 140 V, with two 

configurations of electrodes. The first configuration consisted of the dielectric surface being the 

charged electrode and a wire from above being the ground electrode (see Figure 1.6). The second 

configuration consisted of the charged and grounded electrode both being below the droplet. 

Droplet oscillation behavior due to inertial forces is captured using a highspeed camera. It is found 

that the viscosity and volume of fluid droplet can be measured from droplet oscillations. This is 

true for droplets with radius less than or equal to 1.75 mm [43]. Furthermore, a relation between 

droplet oscillation amplitude and fluid viscosity, due to inertia has been established [2]. Lastly, it 

is found that grounding from below yields better results [2].   

 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Droplet oscillations performed to measure surface tension of fluid [41]. 
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As outlined above, droplet oscillation behavior can be used to measure fluid properties 

such as viscosity and surface tension. This provides proof of concept and validates the feasibility 

of designing an integrated fluid properties measurement sensor.  

 

1.5 Simulation and Modeling Methods  

A mathematical model to understand the electrocoalescence behavior of oil/water droplet 

set up is developed and validated through experiments by Priest et al.  [4]. Field-induced dynamic 

instability of the oil/water interface, and capillary wave instability with wave numbers appropriate 

to droplet geometry are used to develop the model (equation 2 in Figure 1.7)  to predict the 

minimum electric field needed to induce droplet coalescence. The model (equation 2 in Figure 1.7)   

shows  a linear relation between matching experimental trends and proves that electrocoalescence 

occurs due to electric field induced dynamic instability of droplet lamella. It is also found that the 

critical electric field for this setup is 1.5MV/m, which is shown by the slope of the equation 2 line 

in Figure 1.7.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Droplet oscillations performed to measure volume and viscosity of fluid [2]. 
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To study the effects of viscosity, electric field skew angle, and initial drop distance on 

droplet electrocoalescence speed, a mathematical model is developed [32]. To track electrostatic 

effects on droplets, two models were proposed. First, point-dipole model which is used for droplets 

with small droplet separation, and second, dipole-induced dipole (DID) model which is used for 

droplets with large droplet separation. Mohammadi et al. [32] used the DID model due to the 

experimental geometry requiring it. To track the droplet interface movement, the volume of fluid 

(VOF) approach is used, which is a subset of the computational fluid dynamics method. Using the 

VOF approach allows sharp and illustrative computation of the water/oil interface and is thus well 

suited for modeling electrocoalescence of water droplets in oil. VOF and DID models are coupled 

and solved to plot droplet kinetics such as droplet dimensionless distance against moving time, 

droplet velocity against normalized distance, and droplet dipole-dipole force against normalized 

distance. These results proved that electrocoalescence speed could be increased if initial conditions 

such as oil viscosity, electric field skew angle, and initial drop distance are adjusted. The 

mathematical model results are in good agreement with previously published experimental data.  

Figure 1.7. Comparison of results obtained from experiments and mathematical model [4]. 
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To model crude oil / water emulsion breakup using electrocoalescence, the population 

balance method is used by Khajehesamedini et al.  [31]. The population balance method is a 

number density function, that describes the evolution of the droplet population due to 

electrocoalescence effects. Coupling models for electrocoalescence and number density gives a 

complete population balance equation (PBE). It allows modeling the emulsion as a whole and 

studying it’s progression, such as how many droplets have coalesced after a certain amount of time 

for given initial conditions. Modeling using just interface tracking is not sufficient to study the 

progression of the de-emulsification process. General applications of population balance equation 

(PBE) modeling include studying dispersed phase systems such as liquid-liquid extraction, 

bioreactors, and fluidized-bed and dispersed-phase reactors [31]. In [31], a PBE is derived to 

describe accumulation of droplets as a function of inlet flow rate of new droplets, outlet flow rate 

of coalesced droplets, death of droplets due to aggregation/coalescence, birth of new larger 

droplets due to aggregation, and sedimentation of droplets due to gravity effects. It also includes a 

component to represent aggregation frequency, which is the probability per unit time of droplets 

of specific diameter to aggregate.  This model accounted for the effects of electrocoalescence and 

droplet sedimentation, to provide an accurate description of the crude oil / water de-emulsification 

process as a whole. 

To study droplet surface distortions and capillary waves due to electrowetting on dielectric 

(EWOD) actuation, a finite element method (FEM) simulation, using COMSOLTM MultiPhysics® 

5.4 simulation software, is used by Tröls et al. [2], [43]. Both papers are written by the same 

research group, with [43] being the continuation of [2]. A resting droplet is modeled in 2D as a 

quarter circle using the axisymmetric study in COMSOLTM. This method of simulation geometry 

was chosen due to the axisymmetric nature of the experiment [2]. The mathematical models used 
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in the  COMSOLTM simulation include the Navier-Stokes equations coupled to the Lipmann 

Young equation [2]. Laminar flow and electrostatics physics are employed along with phase field 

interface tracking method with adaptive mesh refinement. The results of the simulation include 

droplet displacement vs time plots, which show that surface oscillation distortion occurs for 

droplets with a radius of 2 mm or more. The droplet oscillation peaks are broadened due to 

capillary wave distortions. This can limit the measurability of droplet oscillation frequency and 

oscillation amplitude decay behavior [43].  

 

To calculate electric field in multibody systems (such as water and crude oil emulsions 

(Figure 1.8(a-b))) and hence model electrocoalescence phenomena such as number of droplets that 

coalesced, an FEM simulation using COMSOLTM is performed by Leary et al. [44]. A 2D 

simulation is done, in which the electrocoalescence chamber and droplet emulsion geometry are 

replicated, at experimental time t = 0 ms, when there is application of electric field with no 

coalescence. To validate the COMSOLTM results of electric field calculation for droplet emulsion, 

a single drop-drop electrocoalescence simulation was done, and the results were compared with 

analytical and dipole approximation models. Good agreement was found between the COMSOLTM 

Figure 1.8. (a) COMSOLTM simulation showing electric field strength over emulsion. (b) Inset 
image showing electric field strength at droplet interfaces. (c) A plot of whether coalesced for 
a given droplet separation and normalized droplet pair force [44]. 
.  

(a) (b) (c) 
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simulation and the analytical model results. Finally, the electric field results from the COMSOLTM 

multibody system emulsion simulation, are used to quantify the normalized droplet pair force, 

normalized droplet separation distance, whether droplets coalesced (Figure 1.8(c)), and number of 

droplets that coalesced.  

 

In summary, mathematical modeling and simulations have been used to study droplet pair 

and emulsion electrocoalescence, and individual droplet oscillations. The modeling and simulation 

results helped draw conclusions that would not have been possible from solely performing 

experiments. The simulation results were also validated against experimental data. This thesis 

employs the same COMSOLTM modeling equations and physics to investigate electrocoalescence 

time, critical conditions for coalescence, droplet bridge growth and progression of electric field 

strength. The simulations results are validated against experimental data. 

 

1.6 Organization of Thesis 

The motivation, working principle, applications, and physics of micro and meso scale 

droplet electrohydrodynamics are discussed in Chapter 1, along with an introduction to droplet 

electrocoalescence and oscillations, and simulation and modeling methods for droplet 

electrohydrodynamics. Also, objectives of this study are discussed in Chapter 1. 

The experimental apparatus, parameters and procedures are explained in Chapter 2. This is 

followed by the simulation geometry and procedure in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the python 

programs used to analyze the results. It also discusses the droplet electrocoalescence experiment 

and simulation results, and droplet oscillations results. Finally, Chapter 5 describes the conclusions 

and future work. The appendix shows the line-by-line python codes.  
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Overview 

Droplet electrohydrodynamics is studied by building an experimental setup consisting of 

two syringes with blunt tip needles (electrodes) to generate mesoscale droplets. The experimental 

setup (Figure 2.1) is used to study two phenomena: droplet electrocoalescence (DC voltage) and 

droplet oscillations (AC voltage). In both these experiments, the droplet interface motion was 

tracked using cinephotomicrography. The high-speed camera frame rate was selected to satisfy the 

Nyquist-Shannon criteria and prevent aliasing for high AC voltage frequencies. The video frames 

are analyzed using a python program to extract droplet electrocoalescence time and droplet 

oscillations frequency response (droplet displacement amplitude and phase).  

This chapter will discuss: the experimental apparatus (Section 2.2), the experimental 

parameters for droplet electrocoalescence (Section 2.3.1) and droplet oscillations (Section 2.3.2), 

and the experimental procedure for droplet electrocoalescence (Section 2.4.1) and droplet 

oscillations (Section 2.4.2). 

 

2.2 Experimental Apparatus  

The setup comprises of two 3-ml disposable syringes (BD Luer-Lok), with 125mm length 

blunt tip dispensing needles, used to generate droplets (see Figure 2.1). The syringes are mounted 

on 4-axis (x-y-z-r) translation-rotation stages, which are used to align the needles with one another 

and to control the gap between the droplets. A set of external 3-axis (x-y-z) translation stages are 

used to push the plungers of the syringes to generate the droplets (see Figure 2.2). All stages are 

actuated using micrometer screw gauges.  
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A High Voltage Amplifier (AMJ-4B10, Matsusada Precision, USA) is used to supply high 

voltage (AC or DC) to the needles, which act as electrodes. It has an operating range of ±4kV and 

has a 400x amplification factor [45]. A Stereo Microscope (Amscope, Irvine, CA, USA) and High-

Speed Camera (Miro M110, Vision Research, Wayne, NJ, USA) are used to record droplet 

dynamics experiments within the Region of Interest (ROI) (see Figure 2.1). The high-speed camera 

has a maximum frame rate of 400,000 fps at the reduced resolution of 128 x 8 pixels [46]. A 

LabVIEW/NI PCIe-6343 Data Acquisition System is used to generate the input voltage pulse to 

be supplied to the high voltage amplifier, and to trigger the high-speed camera simultaneously.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic sketch of experimental setup. The inset image shows the droplet pair and 
syringe needles within the Region of Interest (ROI).  

AMJ-4B10  
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2.3. Experimental Parameters 

2.3.1 Droplet Electrocoalescence (DC Voltage) 

The experimental geometry comprises of two droplets of DC-200 silicone oil (purchased 

from Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA) with known radius r and droplet gap g given in Table 2.1 

(see Figure 2.3). 

TABLE 2.1. Experimental Parameters – Droplet Electrocoalescence (DC Voltage) 

Type of Parameter Physical Properties (units) Value 

Geometry Parameters Needle inner diameter, di (μm) 1544  

 Nominal droplet radius of curvature, r (μm) 970 

 Nominal droplet gap, g (μm) 165–400 

 

Figure 2.2. Top view of the experimental setup. 

4-axis stage to move the 
syringe-needles and droplets 

External 3-axis (x-y-z) stages  
to push syringe plunger  

to generate droplets 

Microscope and  
camera (not seen) 

LED backlight 

High voltage leads 

50 mm 
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TABLE 2.1. (continued)  

Fluid Properties Relative permittivity of DC®200 silicone oil 

(50 cSt), ε2(silicone oil) [47] 

2.71 

 Surface tension of DC®200 silicone oil (50 

cSt), γ (mN/m) [48], [49] 

20.8 

 Dynamic viscosity of DC®200 silicone oil (50 

cSt), μ (mPa-s) [48] 

48 

 Density of DC®200 silicone oil (50 cSt), ρ 

(kg/m3) [48], [49] 

960 

Experimental variables Applied voltage, V (kV) 2, 3, and 4 

 Camera frame rate (fps) 5000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Droplet geometry for both droplet electrocoalescence (DC voltage) and droplet 
oscillations (AC voltage). (a) Schematic sketch of droplet pair and syringe needles within the 
Region of Interest (ROI). x(t) represents droplet displacement due to application of AC voltage. 
(b) Microscope-camera image of droplet pair and syringe needles. The overflowing silicone oil 
does not affect electrocoalescence of silicone oil droplets. This has been verified using area 
analysis in ImageJ software. Note that there is no overflow in droplet oscillation experiments 
due to high surface tension of the other fluids.  

Overflowed 
silicone oil 

Needle Droplet 1000 µm 

(b) (a) 
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2.3.2 Droplet Oscillations (AC Voltage) 

The experimental geometry comprises of two droplets of either: deionized water, dimethyl 

sulfoxide (purchased from Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), or glycerol (purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). The droplets have a known radius r and droplet gap g given 

in Table 2.2 (see Figure 2.3).  

TABLE 2.2. Experimental Parameters – Droplet Oscillations (AC Voltage) 

Type of Parameter Physical Properties (units) Value 

Geometry Parameters Needle inner diameter, di (μm) 1544 

 Nominal droplet radius of curvature, r (μm) 912.5 ± 2.5 

 Nominal droplet gap, g (μm) 1551 ± 156  

Glycerol  

Fluid Properties  

Relative permittivity of Glycerol, ε2(glycerol)  44.1 

 Surface tension of Glycerol, γ(glycerol) (mN/m) 64 

 Dynamic viscosity of Glycerol, μ(glycerol) 

(mPa-s) 

1400 

 Density of Glycerol, ρ(glycerol) (kg/m3) 1250  

Deionized Water  

Fluid Properties 

Relative permittivity of DI water, ε2(DI water)  80 

 Surface tension of DI water, γ(DI water) (mN/m) 72.8 

 Dynamic viscosity of DI Water, μ(DI water) 

(mPa-s) 

0.89 

 Density of DI water, ρ(DI water) (kg/m3) 1000 

Dimethyl Sulfoxide  

Fluid Properties 

Relative permittivity of DMSO, ε2(DMSO)  46.7 

 Surface tension of DMSO, γ(DMSO) (mN/m) 45 

 Dynamic viscosity of DMSO, μ(DMSO) (mPa-s) 1.99 

 Density of DMSO, ρ(DMSO) (kg/m3) 1100 
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TABLE 2.2. (continued) 

Experimental variables Applied voltage, V (kV)  1.75, 2.25, and 2.75  

 Voltage frequency, f (Hz) 0.1, 10, 96, 160, and 

2n where n = 0– 7 

 Camera frame rate (fps) f×100, max=3200 

 

2.4 Experimental Procedure: Droplet Electrocoalescence  

First, the droplets are generated at the tips of the needles. Then, the high voltage supply 

and the high-speed camera are triggered simultaneously. This is considered time t = 0 ms. The 

length of the video is only 100 ms, during the which the high voltage is always turned on and at a 

constant value. The highspeed footage is converted into a series of images, to be analyzed for the 

droplet bridge width and coalescence time, using python code (Appendix A1).  

 

2.5 Experimental Procedure: Droplet Oscillations  

The experimental procedure for droplet oscillations is the same as the experimental 

procedure for droplet electrocoalescence, except for the following: 

• Gap between the droplets is much larger (4 to 5 times) to prevent coalescence 

• The python code (Appendix A2) looks at the displacement of the droplets instead 

of the bridge width formation 

• The camera frame rate changes for each of the experiments, depending on the 

frequency used (Ref. Table 2.2) 

• The length of the video is just enough to capture 5 cycles of voltage input, or 10 

cycles of droplet displacement 

• The camera is triggered at the first peak of the voltage. This means the video starts 

with droplets already being displaced.  
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CHAPTER 3 

FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION 

3.1 Overview  

The finite element model is built using COMSOLTM MultiPhysics® 5.4 simulation 

software (Figure 3.1). The simulation solves the following equations: conservation of momentum 

(Navier-Stokes), conservation of mass (equation of continuity), phase field method, and 

electrostatic force to model droplet dynamics. The simulation employs laminar flow and 

electrostatics physics to observe the effect of electric fields on stationary mesoscale droplets, and 

the phase field method to track the droplet interface movement and bridge width growth. The 

simulation treats a wetted wall condition (contact angle = π/2 radians), includes gravity effects 

(Bond number Bo < 1), and assumes Newtonian fluid characteristics.  

• The conservation of momentum (Navier-Stokes) and conservation of mass (equation of 

continuity) used to describe the droplet dynamics are given by:  

 𝜌
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑡 + 	𝜌

(𝑢 ∙ ∇)𝑢 = 	∇ ∙ [−𝑝𝐼 + 	𝜇(∇𝑢 + (∇𝑢)!)] + 𝐹"# + 𝜌𝑔 + 𝐹 (3.1)	

	 ∇ ∙ 𝑢 = 0	 (3.2)	

where u is fluid velocity in m/s, ρ is density kg/m3, µ is dynamic viscosity in Pa.s, p is pressure in 

Pa, g is gravity in m/s2, Fst is surface tension force in N/m3, and F is Volume force in N/m3 [50].  

• The phase field method equations used to track the droplet interface are given by: 

	
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑡 + 𝑢 ∙ ∇𝜙 = ∇ ∙

3𝜒𝛾𝜏
2√2

∇𝜓	 (3.3)	

	 𝜓 = −∇ ∙ 𝜏$∇ϕ + (𝜙$ − 1)𝜙	 (3.4)	

where ϕ is the phase field variable, ranging from -1 (for silicone oil) to 1 (for air), γ is the surface 

tension coefficient in N/m, τ is the parameter controlling the fluid interface thickness in m, and χ 
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is the mobility tuning parameter in m.s/kg. The fluid interface is the region where the phase field 

variable ϕ, changes gradually from -1 to 1. Here the viscosity, density, and surface tension force 

are calculated based on the phase field variable ϕ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The electrostatics interface equations used for the voltage	V	 is given by: 

	 −∇ ∙ (𝜀%𝜀&∇𝑉) = 0	 (3.5)	

where εo is the permittivity of vacuum and εr is the relative permittivity.  

• Coupled equations for laminar flow and electrostatics physics are given by the equation set 

(3.6)–(3.10). 

The electric force is obtained from the following relation, 

	 𝐹 = 	∇ ∙ 𝑇	 (3.6)	

The maxwell stress tensor is obtained from the following relation, 

	 𝑇 = 𝐸𝐷! −
1
2
(𝐸 ∙ 𝐷)𝐼	 (3.7)	

where E is the electric field, and D is the electric displacement field, 

	 𝐸 = −∇𝑉	 (3.8)	

1 mm 

(a) (b) 

1 mm 

Silicone Oil  
Droplet Air 

Figure 3.1. Droplet simulation setup. (a) 3D geometry of droplet-needle setup (.CATPart file) 
modeled in CATIA V5 with millimeters as the unit of length. (b) Converted 2D geometry of 
droplet-needle setup (.dxf file) shown in CATIA environment. (c) Imported 2D geometry of 
droplet-needle setup in COMSOLTM with microns as the unit of length.  

Needle Needle 

(c) 
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	 𝐷 = 𝜀%𝜀&𝐸	 (3.9)	

with the expanded stress tensor of the form:  

	 𝑇 = [
𝑇'' 𝑇'(
𝑇(' 𝑇((

\ = ]
𝜀%𝜀&𝐸'$ −

1
2
𝜀%𝜀&(𝐸'$ + 𝐸($) 𝜀%𝜀&𝐸'𝐸(

𝜀%𝜀&𝐸(𝐸' 𝜀%𝜀&𝐸($ −
1
2
𝜀%𝜀&(𝐸'$ + 𝐸($)

^	 (3.10)	

 

3.2 Simulation Geometry  

The simulation geometry comprises of two droplets of DC-200 silicone oil (purchased from 

Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA) with known radius r and droplet gap g given in Table 3.1 (see 

Figure 3.3). 

TABLE 3.1. Droplet Simulation Parameters 

Type of Parameter Physical Properties (units) Value 

Geometry Parameters Needle inner diameter, di (μm) 1544 

 Nominal droplet radius of curvature, r (μm) 972 

 Nominal droplet gap, g (μm) 165–400  

Fluid Properties Relative permittivity of DC®200 silicone oil 

(50 cSt), ε2 [47] 

2.71 

 Surface tension of DC®200 silicone oil (50 

cSt), γ (mN/m) [48], [49] 

20.8 

 Dynamic viscosity of DC®200 silicone oil (50 

cSt), μ (mPa-s) [48] 

48 

 Density of DC®200 silicone oil (50 cSt), ρ 

(kg/m3) [48], [49] 

960 

Mesh settings Type of mesh Physics-controlled 

Extremely fine mesh 

 Maximum element size (m) 18.3×10-6 

 Minimum element size (m) 0.0546×10-6 

 Parameter controlling interface thickness (m) 18.3×10-6 
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TABLE 3.1. (continued) 

 Mobility tuning parameter (m.s/kg) 5 

Simulation variables Applied voltage, V (kV) 2–10  

 Silicone oil inlet velocity (m/s) 0 

 

Silicone Oil  
Inlet 

Silicone  
Oil Inlet 

Air Inlet 

Outlet 

Air Inlet 
Wetted Wall  

(θ = π/2 radians) 

Outlet 

Wetted Wall 
(θ = π/2 radians) 

Figure 3.2. Droplet fluid physics setup with inlets, outlets, and wetted wall shown.  

Figure 3.3. Droplet electrostatic physics setup.  Annotated droplet-needle setup with two 
silicone oil droplets, needles that act as electrodes, surrounding media (air), and voltage 
terminals shown.  

Silicone Oil Droplet Air 

V 

Grounded Electrode Positive Electrode 

Silicone Oil-Air Interface 

r r 

g 
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3.3 Procedure to set up the simulation 

1. Create the 3D droplet-needle geometry in CATIA and export it in 2D .dxf format (Figure 

3.1(a) and 3.1(b). Note that the CATIA CAD file is drawn in millimeter scale to ensure 

smooth edges in the droplet geometry when imported into the COMSOLTM environment.   

2. Import the CAD file (.dxf format) into the COMSOLTM environment and set the length 

scale to microns to represent the actual geometry (Figure 3.1(c)). Select the physics, 

namely Laminar Two-Phase Flow with Phase Field Method, and Electrostatics in the 

Model Wizard, and specify the type of study to be run. In this work, a Time-Dependent 

study with Phase Initialization.  

3. Assign the material properties (fluid properties such as density, dynamic viscosity, surface 

tension, and dielectric constant) to specific domains in the geometry. See Table 3.1. for 

fluid properties.  

Extremely Fine Mesh 

Inset Image of Extremely Fine Mesh  

Extremely Coarse Mesh 

Figure 3.4. The custom mesh used in the COMSOLTM simulation to reduce computation time. 
The inset shows the zoomed in view of the mesh at the interface region.  
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4. For the Laminar Two-Phase Flow with Phase Field Method physics, define the fluid inlets, 

outlets, and droplet interface (Figure 3.2). Assign the appropriate boundary conditions such 

as inlet velocity (0 m/s) and outlet pressure (0 Pa).  

5. For the Electrostatics physics, define the electrodes (Figure 3.3) and assign the appropriate 

boundary conditions such as applied voltage (0–10 kV).  

6. Apply the free triangular mesh (extremely fine mesh in the interface region and extremely 

coarse mesh for the outer regions) (Ref. Figure 3.4). Silicone oil molecule size is around 

20 nm [51], so our mesh size is not smaller than the molecule size.  

7. Set the study end time to 100 milliseconds in steps of 0.2 milliseconds, to simulate the 

experimental frame rate of 5000 fps. 

8. Export the simulation results as a series of images of the volume fraction plot to be analyzed 

for droplet interface motion using the python program (Appendix A3). Here, use a domain 

point probe to extract electric field at ((x=0,y=0) ; see Figure 3.3).  

Further details and instructions can be found in the COMSOLTM tutorial on electrocoalescence 

[50]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

4.1 Overview 

The effect of electric field or voltage on the physics of stationary mesoscale droplet is studied 

using experimental and simulation data. The study range consisted of one order of magnitude in 

droplet gap, one order of magnitude in droplet radii, an applied voltage ranging from 1.75 kV to 

10 kV, and a voltage frequency ranging from 0 Hz to 160 Hz. The droplet interface movement was 

tracked using a python program (Appendix A1-A4) to obtain coalescence time and bridge width 

growth. 

This chapter will discuss: the python programs used to analyze the data (Section 4.2), 

droplet electrocoalescence (Section 4.3), and droplet oscillations (Section 4.4). 

 

4.2 Python Programs Used to Analyze Data  

To analyze the experimental and simulation data obtained, the following steps are taken. 

First, the experimental video files (.cine format), for both droplet electrocoalescence and droplet 

oscillations, are converted into a series of .jpeg images using Vision Research’s CINE 3.4 

software. The simulation results are exported from COMSOLTM 5.4 software, as a series of .jpeg 

images.  Then a custom python program (Appendix A1–A4) is used to iterate through each image 

and threshold it. From this point on, the algorithm varies based on the input and the data to be 

obtained (droplet bridge width, droplet displacement or droplet geometry). The library called 

OpenCV [52] is used for thresholding and pixel manipulation operations.  
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4.2.1 Python Program to Obtain Droplet Bridge Width from DC Experimental Data (Droplet 

Electrocoalescence)  

The high-speed camera image or frame is a grayscale image, which is thresholded to form 

a black and white image (Figure 4.1). Grayscale image pixels have an intensity value ranging from 

0 (black) to 255 (white), whereas thresholded images have pixels that are either black (0 intensity) 

or white (255 intensity). The thresholding factor used here is 40 intensity, so any pixel greater than 

40 is converted to white, and any pixel lesser than 40 is converted to black. This converts the 

background into white, and the needles and droplets into black. The intensity value was chosen 

using trial and error, such that the first contact between droplets in the experimental video is 

captured by the python program (Figure 4.1(b)). Then, this intensity value was kept constant when 

analyzing the remaining experimental data.  

The python program uses a nested for loop to iterate through each pixel of the frame, and 

records the (x,y) location of all white pixels (intensity = 255) and stores it in an array. Then it 

deletes all x-positions of the white pixels, leaving a 1-D array of y-positions of the white pixels. 

Then, it deletes all repeating elements. This gives us the longest possible vertical line of white 

pixels in the frame.  
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When there is no bridge present, the vertical white line extends from the top of the image 

to the bottom of the image. Whereas when there is a bridge present, the vertical white line becomes 

discontinuous, as seen in Figure 4.1(b). Here, the bottom pixel of the top vertical line, and the top 

pixel of the bottom vertical line are considered, and their y-positions are subtracted to obtain the 

bridge width. 

Reflection to avoid in 
python analysis 

(a1) (b1) (c1) 

(a2) (b2) (c2) 

Figure 4.1. Python program analysis steps for droplet coalescence experimental data. (a1)The 
experimental image at time t=0 ms. (a2)The thresholded experimental image at time t=0 ms. No 
bridge has formed. (b1)The experimental image at time t=6.8 ms. This is the first instance of 
droplets coming in contact. (b2)The thresholded experimental image at time t=6.8 ms. The 
python program recognizes this first instance of bridge formation. The dashed blue line shows 
the location of minimum bridge width recording. The inset image shows a zoomed in view of 
droplet contact. Bridge width is 2 pixels. (c1)The experimental image at time t=100 ms. (c2)The 
thresholded experimental image at time t=100 ms. The blue box shows the subset frame used 
to reduce analysis time. It avoids light reflections that can cause erroneous bridge width 
analysis. Bridge width is 110 pixels. 

Reflection to avoid in 
python analysis 

1000 µm 

1000 µm 

Light reflection 
on needles 

1000 µm 1000 µm 

1000 µm 1000 µm 
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Nested for loops take very long to compute, (On complexity [53], where n is number of for 

loops), so to reduce computation time, only a subset of the frame is used, shown in Figure 4.1(c). 

This subset frame is 15 pixels wide, and arbitrarily tall.  

Using a subset also avoids problems such as light reflection (Figure 4.1(b),(c)) on the 

droplets causing errors in calculating bridge width. If the light reflection in the droplets is contained 

by black pixels on the top and bottom of the bridge width, the python program records the bridge 

width accurately. Whereas if the reflection crosses into the bridge boundary, it causes the longest 

white line to shift to that location, causing analyzed bridge width to be much smaller than real 

bridge width. This problem does not occur if the subset frame is very narrow as such reflections 

do not occur at the exact location of minimum bridge width. Also, the subset frame x-location is 

chosen by trial and error, such that it covers the x-position of first droplet contact. The x-position 

of the minimum bridge width continues to be in the same region as covered by the subset frame 

now. 

For each frame, the bridge width is recorded and added to a 1-D array. This is then exported 

as an excel file (.csv format), so that the bridge width at each frame or each instant of time can be 

plotted. This python program is presented in Appendix A1. 

 

4.2.2 Python Program to Obtain Droplet Displacements from AC Experimental Data 

(Droplet Oscillations) 

The python program used to obtain droplet displacements from AC experimental data 

(Appendix A2) is the same as the program for obtaining bridge width from DC experimental data, 

except for a few key changes. 
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First, the program finds the needles and droplets by thresholding (Figure 4.2). The 

thresholding factor used here is 90 intensity, simply because the lighting and microscope zoom in 

the experimental setup is slightly different. The thresholding factor is chosen such that the before 

and after thresholding geometries are the same. Then it identifies the (x,y) positions of all the black 

pixels, then deletes the y-positions, and finally deletes repeating elements, resulting in the shortest 

possible horizontal line of white pixels (Figure 4.2(b), blue dashed line). This is the gap between 

the droplets at that instant.  

To reduce computation time, an arbitrary subset array is chosen (Figure 4.2(a)). The array 

size and location can be arbitrary if the subset array encompasses the droplets even at their minimal 

displacement position.  

(a1) 

(c2) (b2) (a2) 

(c1) (b1) 

Figure 4.2. Python program analysis steps for droplet oscillations experimental data, with 
voltage V=2.75 kV at frequency f=1 Hz. (a1)The experimental image at time t=250 ms and 
voltage V=0 kV. (a2)The thresholded experimental image at time t=250 ms and voltage V=0 
kV. There is no displacement of droplets. The blue box shows the subset array used. (b1)The 
experimental image at time t=500 ms and voltage V=2.75 kV. (b2)The thresholded experimental 
image at time t=500 ms and voltage V=2.75 kV. The dashed blue line shows the location of 
minimum droplet gap recording. The individual droplet  displacement is 6 pixels. (c1)The 
experimental image at time t=750 ms. (c2)The thresholded experimental image at time t=750 
ms. There is no displacement of droplets. 

1000 µm 

1000 µm 

1000 µm 

1000 µm 

1000 µm 

1000 µm 
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For each frame, the gap is recorded and added to a 1-D array. This is then exported as an 

excel file (.csv format), so that the droplet displacement at each frame or each instant of time can 

be calculated, by dividing the gap by 2, and considering a reference case for displacements.  

 

4.2.3 Python Program to Obtain Droplet Bridge Width from Simulation Data 

The python program to analyze simulation data (Appendix A3) is the same as the program 

in Section 4.2.1, except for a few key changes. 

Firstly, the output from COMSOLTM is a series of color images, which are converted to 

grayscale images using python. This causes the air region to be a lighter shade of gray (38 

intensity), the silicone oil region to be a darker shade of gray (15 intensity), and the droplet 

interface having a higher intensity than either media (up to 220 intensity). To be able to 

successfully threshold this image while maintaining the droplet interface, two step thresholding 

was done, with the lower bound being 37 intensity and upper bound being 75 intensity. All pixels 

between these two bounds became white, thus converting the air media to white (Figure 4.3(a)). 

Secondly, the size of the subset frame is smaller than that of the experimental python 

program subset frame. The height is chosen such that the bounding axes and title from 

COMSOLTM’s exported image are not considered in the analysis (Figure 4.3(b)).  
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Figure 4.3. Python program analysis steps for droplet coalescence simulation data. (a1)The 
simulation image in COMSOLTM’s color output at time t=0 ms. (a2)The grayscale converted 
simulation image at time t=0 ms. (a3)The two step thresholded simulation image at time t=0 
ms. No bridge has formed. (b1)The simulation image at time t=4.6 ms. This is the first instance 
of droplets coming in contact. (b2)The thresholded simulation image at time t=6.8 ms. The 
python program recognizes this first instance of bridge formation. Bridge width is 16 pixels. 
(c1)The simulation image at time t=20 ms. (c2)The thresholded simulation image at time t=20 
ms. The blue box shows the subset frame used in the case of simulation data. Bridge width is 
151 pixels. 

(a1) (a2) (a3) 

(b1) (b2) 

(c1) (c2) 

Bounding axes 

Title 

1000 µm 1000 µm 

1000 µm 1000 µm 

1000 µm 1000 µm 1000 µm 
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4.2.4 Python Program to Obtain Droplet Geometry from Experimental Data 

This program (Appendix A4) looks at the droplet geometry at time t = 0 ms (for droplet 

electrocoalescence) or displacement x(t) = 0 (for droplet oscillations) and performs arithmetic to 

characterize the geometry of the droplets. The gap between the droplets is found using the same 

code from Section 4.2.3. The equivalent radius of droplets is found by the arithmetic explained 

below. 

The code looks at the ends of the shortest horizontal line of white pixels and goes into the 

droplets by 5 pixels. This is equal to 𝑟 − ℎ (Figure 4.4(a)). Now the program uses lines of code 

described in Section 4.2.1 to find 
!
"
. Using these two quantities, and Pythagoras theorem, the radius 

of curvature of the droplet can be found [54].  

The program travels 5 pixels into the droplet, which means ℎ = 𝑟 − 5 (Figure 4.4(a)). The 

following derivations using Pythagoras Theorem are used to obtain the radius. The python program 

finds the value of  
!
"
  and computes Equation 4.8.   

	 (ℎ)$ + a
𝑙
2c

$

= 𝑟$	 (4.4)	

	 (𝑟 − 5)$ + a
𝑙
2c

$

= 𝑟$	 (4.5)	

	 𝑟$ − 10𝑟 + 25 + a
𝑙
2c

$

= 𝑟$	 (4.6)	

	 25 + a
𝑙
2c

$

= 10𝑟	 (4.7)	

	 𝑟 =
25 + d𝑙2e

$

10 	 (4.8)	
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4.2.5 Post Processing the Data from The Python Programs 

The data exported by the python programs are in pixels. They are converted into microns 

using calibration that is specific the datapoint being analyzed, for example: 1 pixel = 9.15 microns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑙
2 

𝑟 − ℎ 

Figure 4.4. Python program analysis method to find the droplet radius of curvature. (a) The 
droplets at x(t) = 0. (b) The segments of a circle such as the radius and chord lengths. [54]  

(b) (a) 
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4.3 Droplet Electrocoalescence (DC Voltage): Experiment and Simulation   

 

Figure 4.5 shows the droplet electrocoalescence process over time, obtained using 

experiment and simulation for silicone oil as the fluid of interest. The DC voltage of 2 kV DC is 

applied at time t = 0 ms and is kept on throughout the entire study time t = 100 ms. The voltage is 

applied to the steel needles which act as electrodes. The time component is plotted on the log scale 

for compactness. The gap between the droplets g = 165 microns and the radius of curvature of 

droplets r = 972 microns. The experimental data is shown in diamonds, the simulation data is 

shown as a dashed line, and the electric field data, obtained from the simulation is shown as the 

red solid line.  

Figure 4.5. Droplet Electrocoalescence. (a) The droplet bridge growth in the Region of Interest 
(ROI), as a function of time. The inset images show the stages of electrocoalescence. (b) The 
initial droplet geometry. (c) Droplets form cones and come in contact. (d) The bridge grows to 
it’s maximum size. Droplet radius r = 972 μm and gap g = 165 μm. The results have a spatial 
error of ±8.95 μm for experiment and ±8.61μm for simulation, and the temporal error of ±0.2 
ms for both. 
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The series of images in Figure 4.5(b)-(d) show the progression of the droplet movement. 

The applied electric field causes the droplets to come closer to each other and form cones (seen in 

(b),(c)). Then, at t = 5.8 ms (c), the droplets come in contact, and the lamella between the droplets 

ruptures, causing the formation of a liquid bridge. Then, from (c)-(d) (t=5.8 to t=20 ms) the bridge 

width increases. As can be seen in the figure, the bridge grows rapidly from 5.8 ms to 12 ms,  then 

the growth rate slows down, until it reaches an asymptotic bridge width b = 997.40 microns (Figure 

4.5(d)). After t = 15.4 ms the bridge width stops growing and remains constant.  

The experiment data is used to validate the COMSOLTM simulation described in Chapter 

3. As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the simulation predictions (dashed line) match the experiment data 

(diamonds). In the simulation, the droplets come in contact at a time of 6.0 ms, which is an error 

of 3.4% (see Table 4.1). It is worth noting that the coalescence time tc is on the order of 

milliseconds.  

The solid red line in the plot shows the electric field in the center of the region of interest 

(ROI), which is obtained from the simulation. It is seen that the electric field strength increases as 

the droplets come closer together, till it reaches the peak electric field, Ep = 2.59 MV/m. When the 

droplets come in contact, the electric field strength decreases rapidly, as the air media is displaced 

by the silicone oil. Finally, when the bridge has completed growing, the electric field settles to a 

nominal value, En = 0.95 MV/m.  

For the above datapoint, the electric field stress is 1.5 times larger than the interfacial stress, 

which is given by the electrocapillary number, 𝐸𝐶𝑁 = )!)*"

$+,
 [55]. 

TABLE 4.1. Droplet coalescence times tc from experiment and simulation 

 Experiment Simulation Error (%) 

tc (ms) 5.8 6 3.4 
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4.3.1 Effect of Applied Voltage and Droplet Gap on Coalescence Time 

Figure 4.6. The droplet coalescence time as a function of applied voltage and droplet gap, for 
different needle outer diameters (OD). For 1.82 mm Needle OD, the radius of curvature of 
droplets is 1006 µm ±2.68%. For 1.26 mm Needle OD, the radius of curvature of droplets is 
667 µm ±2.63%. For 0.80 mm Needle OD, the radius of curvature of droplets is 432 µm 
±3.79%.  
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To investigate the electrocoalescence behavior at different droplet length scales, 

experiments were conducted using three different needle sizes (outer diameter (OD) of 1.82 mm, 

1.26 mm, and 0.80 mm) (see Figure 4.6). For consistency across the length scales, the droplet 

aspect ratio is constant (the droplet radius is always 0.53 to 0.55 times the needle outer diameter). 

Four observations are reported here. One, regardless of the needle size, when the applied 

voltage is increased, coalescence time decreases. For a given droplet gap, the trendline for the 2 

kV data is above the trendline for the 3 kV data, and that is above the trendline for the 4 kV data. 

Two, when the gap between the droplets increases, the coalescence time also increases. This is the 

case regardless of the applied voltage and needle size. There is a non-linear relation between 

coalescence time and gap. Three, coalescence occurs within 10 ms for all the data points, regardless 

of applied voltage, droplet gap, or needle size. Four, higher applied voltages allow coalescence to 

occur at higher gaps. This is shown by the horizontal shift between the trends for the different 

applied voltages.  
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4.3.2 Effect of Applied Voltage on Droplet Coalescence Time 

Three observations are reported here. One, for a fixed geometry, when applied voltage is 

increased, the coalescence time decreases in a non-linear manner. This is in agreement with Figure 

4.6. Two, after a certain voltage, the coalescence time starts to asymptote towards 0 ms. Here, the 

applied voltage was limited to 5 kV to avoid high electric fields that can induce dielectric 

breakdown. Three, very low applied voltages will cause droplet coalescence to either occur very 

late or not at all, as seen by the asymptotic curve in Figure 4.7. For the geometry presented in 

Figure 4.7 the lowest possible applied voltage to induce coalescence is around 1.75 kV.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7. The droplet coalescence time as a function of applied voltage obtained using 
simulation. The droplet geometry (r = 972 microns and g = 330  microns) is kept constant for 
all studies. 
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4.3.3 Effect of Excess Applied Voltage on Droplet Coalescence 

 

Figure 4.8(a) shows the droplets in their nominal position (at time t = 0 ms), before 

applying the voltage (4 kV). Figure 4.8(b) shows the droplets at time t = 492 ms, which is the first 

instance of the bridge formation. Shortly after (t = 704 ms), the droplet undergoes dielectric 

breakdown (Figure 4.8(c)). Within the next few milliseconds, the droplet bridge expands violently 

and distorts in shape. Due to dielectric breakdown and joule heating, the bubbles of steam appear 

(Figure 4.8(d)). 

 

 

Figure 4.8. The different stages of droplet electrocoalescence using deionized water droplets at 
an applied voltage of 4 kV, for a droplet geometry g = 300 µm and r = 942 µm.  

(a) t=0 ms 

1000 µm 

(d) t=806 ms (c) t=704 ms 

(b) t=492 ms 

1000 µm 

1000 µm 1000 µm 
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4.4 Droplet Oscillations (AC Voltage): Experiment 

4.4.1 Effect of Electric Field and Fluid Properties on Droplet Displacements in the Low 

Frequency (0.1 Hz) Regime.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The figure shows that when the voltage is increased, the DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) 

droplet displacement is also increased, with no displacement distortion (noise). Also, there is no 

phase lag between the input (sinusoidal voltage, V2) and output (droplet displacement, x) of the 

droplet pair. Figure 4.9(b) shows the hysteresis plots for DMSO for the three voltages at a low 

frequency f = 0.1 Hz. The dots represent the instantaneous displacements vs square of voltage 

magnitude. As seen in the figure, there is no hysteresis loop, indicating minimal friction losses at 

low operating frequency. This is true for the three applied voltages. This shows that the droplet 

behavior is quasistatic and that viscous effects are neglected in this low frequency regime. Figure 

4.9(c) is the same as Figure 4.9(b), except that it shows the hysteresis plots for all three fluids 

(glycerol, DMSO, and deionized water) at the low frequency of f = 0.1 Hz and applied voltage V 

= 2.75 kV. As seen in the figure, there is no hysteresis loop, indicating minimal friction losses at 

low operating frequency operation, regardless of the fluid viscosities.  

Figure 4.9. Behavior of oscillating droplets under different voltage amplitudes V ∈	{1.25, 2.25, 
2.75 kV} at low actuation frequency f = 0.1 Hz. (a) The droplet interface displacement trace for 
DMSO (b) the hysteresis plots for DMSO (c) the hysteresis plots for glycerol, DMSO, and 
water droplets at the three voltages. The droplets had the geometry g = 1551 µm ±9% and r = 
912.5 µm ±0.25% 
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4.4.2. Frequency Response of Different Fluid Droplet Displacements and Phase Lag for AC 

Input Signal 

 

Droplet oscillations were studied for droplets of deionized water, dimethyl sulfoxide, and 

glycerol droplets with voltage amplitudes V ∈	{1.25, 2.25, 2.75 kV} and voltage frequencies of the 

order O(102) Hz. As seen in Figure 4.10(a)-(c), as the voltage amplitude is increased, the droplet 

interface displacement also increases. When the voltage frequency is low (f < 20 Hz), there is a 

plateau in droplet displacement amplitudes (xo) and phase lag (ϕ), which indicates that density and 

viscosity (mass and damping) effects are negligible. This is captured in Section 4.3.1, as there is 

no hysteresis in the low frequency regime. For higher frequencies (f > 20 Hz), phase lag between 

the input (square of voltage) and output (droplet interface displacement trace) occurs as seen in 

Figure 4.10. Droplet displacement amplitudes for voltage amplitudes V ∈	{1.25, 2.25, 2.75 kV} 
and voltage frequency f =[0.1-160 Hz] for (a) deionized water, (b) dimethyl sulfoxide, and (c) 
glycerol. The corresponding phase lag bode plots for (d) deionized water, (e) dimethyl 
sulfoxide, and (f) glycerol. The droplets have the geometry g = 1551 µm ±9% and r = 912.5 
µm ±0.25% 
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Figure 4.10(d)-(f). At mid-range frequencies (64 < f < 96 Hz), resonance is observed as the droplet 

displacement amplitudes are much higher than that for smaller frequencies. For high range 

frequencies (f  ≥ 64 Hz) density and viscosity effects can no longer be neglected. After resonance 

frequencies, the droplet displacement amplitudes decrease drastically, till they are non-existent at 

very high frequencies of  f  ≥ 160 Hz. The phase lag peaks at ϕ = -180° when voltage frequency is 

f = 160 Hz. The data presented here is characteristic of second order lumped mass systems. The 

resonance peaks depend on the stiffness, mass, and damping of the droplets. The location of the 

peak depends on the resonant frequency (𝑓&), which is affected by the following equations. 

	 𝑓& =
1
2𝜋

l𝑘
𝑚	

(4.1)	

	 𝑘 =
64𝜋𝛾
3 	 (4.2)	

	
𝑚 =

2𝜋𝑟-𝜌
3 	

(4.3)	

Where 𝑓& is the resonant frequency, k is the stiffness of the droplet, m is the mass of the 

droplet, γ  is the surface tension of the droplet, ρ is the density of the fluid, and r is the droplet 

radius of curvature. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

In this work, droplet electrodynamics behavior of meso-scale droplets was studied by 

building an experiment setup and developing a finite element based simulation model using 

COMSOLTM MultiPhysics® 5.4. The simulation model is validated with experiments. The droplet 

dynamics were studied across different length scales. Here droplets from different fluids subjected 

to AC voltage were studied and their response was analyzed. This work includes studying droplet 

electrocoalescence and droplet oscillations at different actuation voltages and frequencies. Python 

programs were written to analyze experimental and simulation data for follow up analysis such as 

coalescence time, bridge width growth, and droplet interface displacement. 

The study finds that the factors affecting droplet electrocoalescence behavior are the 

applied voltage and droplet gap, and the factors affecting droplet oscillations are the AC voltage 

amplitude and frequency. Droplet electrocoalescence experiments and simulation prove that there 

is a non-linear relationship between applied voltage and coalescence time for a fixed droplet gap 

and radius. Similarly, there is a non-linear relation between droplet gap and coalescence time for 

varying applied voltages and droplet sizes. Regardless of the droplet radii of curvature, droplet 

gap, and applied voltage, the trends for coalescence time remain the same, and that coalescence 

usually occurs on the order of 10 ms. Higher applied voltages enable coalescence to occur at large 

droplet gaps. It is seen from simulation data that the electric field at the center of the gap between 

the droplets increases over time, till the droplets come in contact, after which the electric field 

reduces drastically. From experiments, it is found that if the electric filed is too large, it can induce 

dielectric breakdown, which can cause dissociation of the fluid and joule heating. Similarly, if the 
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electric field is too small, coalescence does not occur. The droplets only displace but do not 

coalesce, as the electrostatic force is not large enough, or the gap between the droplets is too large.  

From droplet oscillation experiments, it was found that as the applied voltage is increased, 

the displacement of the droplets also increases. At low frequency (0.1 Hz), the droplet behavior is 

quasistatic and the viscous effects are neglected in this low frequency regime. There is a sudden 

increase in droplet displacement when the frequency of the square of the applied voltage is close 

the resonant frequency of the droplet. Any frequencies above the resonant frequency have reduced 

droplet displacements due to fluid viscous effects. At these high frequencies, a large phase lag (up 

to 180°) between the input voltage signal and the droplet displacement is observed.  

 

5.2 Future Work 

This work only considered Newtonian fluids, so therefore in the future, it is important to 

study non-Newtonian fluids through experiments and simulations. A system identification model 

used to predict droplet fluid properties based on the coalescence vs time and frequency response 

plots can be investigated. The physics studied in this work can be applied to develop sensors to 

test fluid properties. 
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APPENDIX 

 

 

APPENDIX A – Python Programs 

Appendix A1. Python Program to Obtain Droplet Bridge Width from DC Experimental Data 

(Droplet Electrocoalescence) 

1  ###### Importing Necessary Packages ###### 
2  import cv2 
3  import numpy as np 
4  import glob 
5   
6  ###### Initializing and Clearing (Setting to 0) Variables  
7         to use after for loops ###### 
8  list_of_BridgeWidths = [] 
9  frame_number = 0 
10   
11  ###### For loop to iterate through experiment camera  

       frames ###### 
12  for name in 

sorted(glob.glob('/Users/faisalbilalmemon/Desktop 
/DC_python_plot_data/*')): 

13   
14      ###### Reading images, creating subset array ###### 
15      img = cv2.imread(name, 0) 
16      (y,x) = img.shape 
17      cut_image = img[160:270, 335:345] 
18      (y,x) = cut_image.shape 
19   
20      ###### Performing binary thresholding ###### 
21      (thresh, bw_img) = cv2.threshold(cut_image, 40, 255, 

cv2.THRESH_BINARY) 
22   
23      ###### Using nested for loop to identify white pixels 
24             and to record their (x,y) positions) ###### 
25      temp = bw_img 
26      white_pixels = [] 
27      for i in range(x): 
28          for j in range(y): 
29              if temp[j,i] == 255: 
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30                  white_pixels.append(i) 
31                  white_pixels.append(j) 
32   
33   
34      ###### Deleting the x-positions  
35             of all white pixel locations ###### 
36      white_pixels_2 = [] 
37      for i in range(1,(len(white_pixels)+1),2): 
38          white_pixels_2.append(white_pixels[i]) 
39   
40   
41      ###### Sorting the y-locations ###### 
42      white_pixels_2.sort() 
43   
44      ###### Removing the repeating y-locations  
45             to give us the longest possible  
46             vertical line of white pixels ######  
47      white_pixels_2d = [] 
48      for i in white_pixels_2: 
49          if i not in white_pixels_2d: 
50              white_pixels_2d.append(i) 
51   
52      ###### Adding extra elements to array  
53             to help with further loops and arithmetic###### 
54      while len(white_pixels_2d) < y: 
55          white_pixels_2d.append(0) 
56   
57      ###### Differentiating between top of longest white 
58             line and bottom of longest white line ###### 
59      white_pixels_2d_top = white_pixels_2d 
60      for i in range(y): 
61          if white_pixels_2d_top[i] != i: 
62              white_pixels_2d_top[i] = 0 
63   
64      ###### Repeating code to identify white pixels.  
65             This is done to reset the image we edited 
66             earlier ###### 
67      temp = bw_img 
68      white_pixels = [] 
69      for i in range(x): 
70          for j in range(y): 
71              if temp[j,i] == 255: 
72                  white_pixels.append(i) 
73                  white_pixels.append(j) 
74   
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75      white_pixels_2 = [] 
76      for i in range(1,(len(white_pixels)+1),2): 
77          white_pixels_2.append(white_pixels[i]) 
78   
79      white_pixels_2.sort() 
80   
81      white_pixels_2d = [] 
82      for i in white_pixels_2: 
83          if i not in white_pixels_2d: 
84              white_pixels_2d.append(i) 
85   
86      while len(white_pixels_2d) < y: 
87          white_pixels_2d.insert(0, 0) 
88   
89      ###### Identifying the bottom section of  
90             longest vertical white line ###### 
91      white_pixels_2d_bottom = white_pixels_2d 
92      for i in range(1,y): 
93          j = y-i 
94          if white_pixels_2d_bottom[j] != j: 
95              white_pixels_2d_bottom[j] = 0 
96   
97      ###### Removing extra elements in array  
98             to help with further loops and arithmetic###### 
99      while 0 in white_pixels_2d_bottom: 
100          white_pixels_2d_bottom.remove(0) 
101   
102      ###### Subtracting the 2 key y-positions  
103             to get the bridge width ###### 
104      Bridge_Width = abs(max(white_pixels_2d_top) - 

min(white_pixels_2d_bottom))-2 
105   
106      ###### Adding the bridge width for this frame  
107             to the list of bridge widths so far 
108             (List_of_Bridge_Widths array  
109              initialized earlier) ###### 
110      list_of_BridgeWidths.append(Bridge_Width) 
111   
112      ###### Printing on the console  
113             to see that the code is running ###### 
114      print('Frame Number is: ', frame_number) 
115      frame_number = frame_number + 1 
116      print('Bridge Width is: ', Bridge_Width)     
117      print() 
118   
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119   
120   
121   
122   
123      ###### Displaying frames that are being analyzed  
124             to see that the code is running ###### 
125      cv2.imshow('img', img) 
126      cv2.imshow('bw_img', bw_img) 
127      cv2.waitKey(10)  
128   
129  ###### To show that analysis of all data has been  

       done###### 
130  print(list_of_BridgeWidths) 
131  print('Done') 
132   
133  ###### Exporting bridge widths for each frame 
134         in excel file ###### 
135  np.savetxt("export_exp.csv",  
136             list_of_BridgeWidths, 
137             delimiter =", ",  
138             fmt ='% s') 
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Appendix A2. Python Program to Obtain Droplet Displacements from AC Experimental 

Data (Droplet Oscillations) 

1  ###### Very similar code sections as Appendix A1 ###### 
2  import cv2 
3  import numpy as np 
4  import glob 
5  import datetime 
6   
7  List_of_Gaps = [] 
8  Displacement_of_Both_Droplets = [] 
9  frame_number = 0 
10  fps = 400 
11  begin_time = datetime.datetime.now() 
12   
13  for name in 

sorted(glob.glob('/Users/faisalbilalmemon/Downloads/ 
2p25kV_10Hz_AC_400fps_2seconds_Glycerol_Frames/*')): 

14   
15      t = frame_number/fps 
16      print('Time is: ',t, 's') 
17      frame_number = frame_number + 1 
18       
19   
20      img = cv2.imread(name,0) 
21      (thresh, bw_img) = cv2.threshold(img, 90, 255, 

cv2.THRESH_BINARY) 
22      (y,x) = img.shape 
23      bw_img = bw_img[130:240,290:460] 
24      (y,x) = bw_img.shape 
25      cv2.imshow('img', img) 
26      cv2.imshow('bw_img', bw_img) 
27      cv2.waitKey(10) 
28       
29      ###### The difference here is that we are  
30             obtaining black pixels ###### 
31      temp = bw_img 
32      black_pixels = [] 
33      for i in range(x): 
34          for j in range(y): 
35              if temp[j,i] == 0: 
36                  black_pixels.append(i) 
37                  black_pixels.append(j)  
38       
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39      black_pixels_x_position = [] 
40      for i in range(0,(len(black_pixels)),2): 
41          black_pixels_x_position.append(black_pixels[i]) 
42   
43      black_pixels_x_position.sort() 
44   
45       
46      black_pixels_final = [] 
47      for i in black_pixels_x_position: 
48          if i not in black_pixels_final: 
49              black_pixels_final.append(i) 
50   
51      ###### The smallest horizontal  
52             white line is found here ###### 
53      left = [] 
54      right = [] 
55      counter = 0 
56      counter_b = x - 1 
57       
58      for i in black_pixels_final: 
59          if i == counter: 
60              left.append(black_pixels_final[i]) 
61          counter = counter + 1 
62   
63      for i in reversed(black_pixels_final): 
64          if i == counter_b: 
65              right.append(i)  
66          counter_b = counter_b - 1 
67   
68      ###### Gap between droplets ######  
69      Gap = min(right) - max(left) - 1 
70      print('Gap Between Droplets is: ', Gap) 
71      print() 
72   
73      ###### The same exporting process ###### 
74      List_of_Gaps.append(Gap) 
75   
76  print('Done') 
77  np.savetxt("export_Gaps.csv",  
78             List_of_Gaps, 
79             delimiter =", ",  
80             fmt ='% s') 
81   
82  print(datetime.datetime.now() - begin_time) 
83  cv2.destroyAllWindows() 
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Appendix A3. Python Program to Obtain Droplet Bridge Width from Simulation Data 

1  ###### Very similar code sections as Appendix A1 ###### 
2  import cv2 
3  import numpy as np 
4  import glob 
5   
6  frame_number = 0 
7  list_of_widths = [] 
8   
9  for name in 

sorted(glob.glob('/Users/faisalbilalmemon/Desktop/ 
Sim_Frames/2p75kV_200Gap_650mRad_13ms_New_Sim_Frames/*')): 

10      img_grey = cv2.imread(name, 0) 
11      img_grey_c = img_grey[130:380, 605:652] 
12      img_grey_cut = img_grey[130:380, 625:632] 
13       
14      print('Time is: ',frame_number/5,'ms') 
15      frame_number = frame_number + 1 
16      (y,x) = img_grey_cut.shape 
17       
18      ###### Two step thresholding for  

           simulation data ###### 
19      for i in range(x): 
20          for j in range(y): 
21              if (img_grey_cut[j,i] < 75) and 

(img_grey_cut[j,i] > 37): 
22                  img_grey_cut[j,i] = 255; 
23   
24      temp = img_grey_cut 
25      white_pixels = [] 
26      for i in range(x): 
27          for j in range(y): 
28              if temp[j,i] == 255: 
29                  white_pixels.append(j) 
30      white_pixels.sort() 
31   
32      non_repeating = [] 
33      for i in white_pixels: 
34          if i not in non_repeating: 
35              non_repeating.append(i) 
36   
37   
38   
39   
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40      top = non_repeating 
41      for i in range(len(top)): 
42          if top[i] != i: 
43              top[i] = 0 
44   
45      temp = img_grey_cut 
46      white_pixels = [] 
47   
48      for i in range(x): 
49          for j in range(y): 
50              if temp[j,i] == 255: 
51                  white_pixels.append(j) 
52      white_pixels.sort() 
53   
54      non_repeating = [] 
55      for i in white_pixels: 
56          if i not in non_repeating: 
57              non_repeating.append(i) 
58               
59      bottom = non_repeating 
60      for i in range(len(bottom)): 
61          if bottom[len(bottom)-1-i] != 249-i: 
62              bottom[len(bottom)-1-i] = 0 
63   
64      while 0 in top: 
65          top.remove(0) 
66   
67      while 0 in bottom: 
68          bottom.remove(0) 
69   
70      contact_width = min(bottom) - max(top)-1 
71      list_of_widths.append(contact_width) 
72      print('Contact Width = ', contact_width) 
73      print() 
74      cv2.imshow('img_grey_cut', img_grey_cut) 
75      cv2.imshow('img_grey_c', img_grey_c) 
76      cv2.waitKey(0) 
77      cv2.destroyAllWindows() 
78  print('Done') 
79  np.savetxt("1.csv",  
80             list_of_widths, 
81             delimiter =", ",  
82             fmt ='% s') 
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Appendix A4. Python Program to Obtain Droplet Geometry from Experimental Data 

1  ###### Importing necessary packages ###### 
2  import cv2 
3  import numpy as np 
4  import glob 
5  import datetime 
6   
7  ###### Measuring the time the code takes to complete 

###### 
8  begin_time = datetime.datetime.now() 
9  ###### Very similar code sections as Appendix A1 ###### 
10  name2_list = [] 
11  List_of_Gaps = [] 
12  name2_final_list = [] 
13   
14  for name2 in 

sorted(glob.glob(r'C:\Users\e222a497\Desktop\Exports\*')): 
15       
16      ###### Manipulating string containing folder name  
17             As this program iterates through a  
18             Folder containing folders of images / frames 

###### 
19      name3 = name2 + "\*" 
20   
21      ###### The program to measure gap between droplets 
22             to characterize the geometry in terms of gap 

###### 
23      Displacement_of_Both_Droplets = [] 
24      frame_number = 0 
25       
26      for name in sorted(glob.glob(name3)): 
27           
28          #print('Frame Number is: ',frame_number) 
29          frame_number = frame_number + 1 
30           
31          img = cv2.imread(name,0) 
32          cut_img = img[170:230,265:500] 
33          (thresh, bw_img) = cv2.threshold(cut_img, 90, 255, 

cv2.THRESH_BINARY) 
34          (y,x) = bw_img.shape 
35          cv2.imshow('img', img) 
36          cv2.waitKey(10) 
37          cv2.imshow('bw_img', bw_img) 
38          cv2.waitKey(0) 
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39      
40          temp = bw_img 
41          black_pixels = [] 
42          for i in range(x): 
43              for j in range(y): 
44                  if temp[j,i] == 0: 
45                      black_pixels.append(i) 
46                      black_pixels.append(j)  
47           
48          black_pixels_x_position = [] 
49          for i in range(0,(len(black_pixels)),2): 
50              

black_pixels_x_position.append(black_pixels[i]) 
51   
52          black_pixels_x_position.sort() 
53   
54          black_pixels_final = [] 
55          for i in black_pixels_x_position: 
56              if i not in black_pixels_final: 
57                  black_pixels_final.append(i) 
58   
59          left = [] 
60          right = [] 
61          counter = 0 
62          counter_b = x - 1 
63           
64          for i in black_pixels_final: 
65              if i == counter: 
66                  left.append(black_pixels_final[i]) 
67              counter = counter + 1 
68   
69          for i in reversed(black_pixels_final): 
70              if i == counter_b: 
71                  right.append(i) 
72              counter_b = counter_b - 1 
73   
74          Gap = min(right) - max(left) - 1 
75   
76          List_of_Gaps.append(Gap) 
77           
78          ###### The input image is re-read and  
79                 analyzed, but this time to find 
80                 the radius of droplet ###### 
81   
82   
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83          img = cv2.imread(name,0) 
84          (y,x) = img.shape 
85          cut_img = img[0:y,0:x] 
86          (thresh, bw_img) = cv2.threshold(cut_img, 90, 255, 

cv2.THRESH_BINARY) 
87          (y,x) = bw_img.shape 
88          cv2.imshow('img', img) 
89          cv2.waitKey(10) 
90  ##        cv2.imshow('bw_img', bw_img) 
91  ##        cv2.waitKey(10) 
92      
93          temp = bw_img 
94          black_pixels = [] 
95          for i in range(x): 
96              for j in range(y): 
97                  if temp[j,i] == 0: 
98                      black_pixels.append(i) 
99                      black_pixels.append(j) 
100           
101          black_pixels_x_position = [] 
102          for i in range(0,(len(black_pixels)),2): 
103              

black_pixels_x_position.append(black_pixels[i]) 
104   
105          black_pixels_x_position.sort() 
106   
107          black_pixels_final = [] 
108          for i in black_pixels_x_position: 
109              if i not in black_pixels_final: 
110                  black_pixels_final.append(i) 
111   
112          left = [] 
113          right = [] 
114          counter = 0 
115          counter_b = x - 1 
116           
117          for i in black_pixels_final: 
118              if i == counter: 
119                  left.append(black_pixels_final[i]) 
120              counter = counter + 1 
121   
122          for i in reversed(black_pixels_final): 
123              if i == counter_b: 
124                  right.append(i) 
125              counter_b = counter_b - 1 
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126   
127          #print('Right Tip x-coordinate is: ',min(right)) 
128          print('Left Droplet Tip x-coordinate is: 

',max(left)) 
129          print() 
130   
131   
132          top_left_list = [] 
133           
134          for i in range(100): 
135   
136              list_of_verticals = [] 
137               
138              left_coordinate = max(left) - i 
139              (y,x) = temp.shape 
140              for j in range(y): 
141                  vert = temp[j,left_coordinate] 
142                  list_of_verticals.append(vert) 
143   
144               
145              top_left = 0 
146              for i in range(len(list_of_verticals)): 
147                  if list_of_verticals[i] == 0: 
148                      top_left = i 
149                      break 
150   
151              top_left_list.append(top_left) 
152   
153          print('Top Left List is: ') 
154          print(top_left_list) 
155          print() 
156  ##        print(top_left_list.index(148)) 
157  ##        print() 
158          checker = top_left_list[-1] + 5 
159          for i in range(len(top_left_list)): 
160              j = len(top_left_list) - i  
161              if top_left_list[j-1] == checker: 
162                  location = j + 10 
163                  print('Left Needle Tip x-location is: ', 

max(left) - location + 1) 
164                  print() 
165                  print('Minor Radius is in Pixels: ', 

location) 
166                  break 
167   
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168          Minor_Radius = (location/106)*800 
169          print('Minor Radius in Microns: ', Minor_Radius) 
170          print() 
171          List_of_Minor_Radii.append(Minor_Radius) 
172   
173          name2_kV = name2[0:name2.index('V')+1] 
174          name2_rev = name2[name2.index('rev')-1:] 
175          name2_final_1 = name2_kV + name2_rev 
176          name2_final = 

name2_final_1[name2_final_1.index('kV')-1:] 
177          name2_final_list.append(name2_final) 
178          print(name2_final) 
179          print() 
180          print() 
181          print() 
182   
183  ##        

plt.plot(range(len(top_left_list)),top_left_list) 
184  ##        plt.show() 
185          cv2.waitKey(0) 
186   
187          ###### The code also exports an excel file 

containing 
188                 the names of all the data points, so that 

the 
189                 the resultant analysis can be mapped  
190                 to the input data ####  
191   
192  np.savetxt("0p80mm_Data_Minor_Radii.csv", 

List_of_Minor_Radii, delimiter=",") 
193  np.savetxt("0p80mm_Data_File_Names.csv", name2_final_list, 

delimiter=",", fmt = '% s') 
194  np.savetxt("0p80mm_Data_Gaps.csv", List_of_Gaps, 

delimiter=",") 
195  print(datetime.datetime.now() - begin_time) 
196  print("Completed!") 
197  cv2.destroyAllWindows() 

 


